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Abstract- Wireless Sensorr Networks (WSNs) are formed by deploying as large number of sensor nodes in an area for
thesurveillance
surveillance of generally remote locations. A typical sensor node is made up of different co
components
mponents to perform the task
of sensing, processing and transmitting data. WSNs are used for many applications in diverse forms from indoor
deployment to outdoor deployment. The basic requirement of every application is to use the secured network. Providin
Providing
security to the sensor network is a very challenging issue along with saving its energy. Many security threats may affect the
functioning of these networks. WSNs must be secured to keep an attacker from hindering the delivery of sensor information
and from
om forging sensor information as these networks are build for remote surveillance and unauthorized changes in the
sensed data may lead to wrong information to the decision makers. This paper studies the various security issues and
security threats in WSNs. Also, gives brief description of some of the protocols used to achieve security in the network.
This paper also compares the proposed methodologies analytically and demonstrates the findings in a table. These findings
can be used further by other researchers
ers or Network implementers for making the WSN secure by choosing the best
security mechanism.
keywords—WSN,
WSN, Security, Threats, Security Protocols
Protocols.
I. Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are the collectors of
information from the physical world in the form of sensed
dataaccording to the requirement like temperature,
pressure, humidity, level, movement etc [1][2]. This data is
available tothe sink through gateway.
eway. Sensors are deployed
in extensive numbers and on account of its wireless nature;
it is easily works in any type of environment. Although
sensor nodes are deployed in a random manner still it’s
important to deploy them carefully. [3] Deploying few
nodes
es may raise the issue of coverage and deploying too
many nodes may result in an inefficient network because
of more collision and interference.
WSN is used in many applications from indoor to outdoor
[4].While transmitting information in the network it is
importanttoprovide security. [6] Security is considered to
be the mostchallenging task in WSN as its
ts tough to keep a
watch on the sensor nodes/network every time. But it must
be secured to prevent an intruder from attacking the
transmission of data. There are lots of constraints with a
sensor node specially its size and cost that should be
minimum. [5][7] These constraintsresults in very small
size memory, limited energy source andtransmission
range. [10][12] This ultimately results in no encryption,
decryption
ption and authentication that can be actualized on
sensor node. Attack and attacker are the most common
terms used in the security. Attacker is the one who isan
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unauthorized to access the data of the network or tries to
mislead the information. When an attacker
att
accesses the
services of the network is known as attack. WSN is
designed in the form of layers [8][9]. These layers help to
protect the sensor from various attacks. Figure 1 shows the
layer model of security in wireless sensor networks.

Fig. 1. Layered
ered Security Model

[15] Security in the Wireless
ess Sensor Networks has various
difficulties, some common
ommon are: dynamically changing
topology, wireless communication
ication among the sensor
nodes, infrastructure-less
less framework, and limited physical
resources like energy source,
e, memory capacity and very
low communication bandwidth
dth [11][13]. Numerous
analysts proposed so many threats handling models and
an
diverse security protocols for secure data communication
and routing in WSN.
II.. Security Requirements
Sensor network have to fulfill some requirements for
providing a secure communication. General
G
security
requirements of [16][17] WSNs are availability,
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[14][18][21]
confidentiality, integrity and authentication. [14][18][21
Some other requirements known as secondary
requirements are source localization, self organization and
data freshness. These requirements gives protection against
attacks to the information transmitted over the sensor
network [19].

B) Based on Capability
C) Based on Protocol Layer

Data Confidentiality: In sensor network, data flows from
many intermediate nodes
es and chance of data leak is more
[20].To provide the data confidentiality,
lity, an encrypted data
is used so that only recipient decrypts the data to its
original form.
Data Integrity: Data received by the receiver should not
be altered or modified is Data Integrity.
ntegrity. Original data is
changedby intruder or due to harshh environment. The
intruder may change the [46][47] data accor
according to its need
and sends this new data to the receiver.

Fig. 2. Attacks Classification in WSN

Data Authentication: It the procedure
cedure of confirmation
that the communicating node is the one that it claims to be.
It is important for receiver node to doo verification that the
data is received from an authenticate node.

There are lots of routing protocols
prot
proposed for
transmitting the data in the network
rk from source to sink. In
this transmission process, an attacker can steal
st
or modify
the information with the help of different
ifferent attacks. [24][25]
Some of the routing attackss are explained below:

Data Availability: Data Availabilityy means that the
services are available all the time even in case of some
attacks such asDenial of service.

a) Wormhole Attacks

Source Localization: For data transmission some
applicationsuse location information of thee sink node. It is
important to give security to the location information.
Non-secured
secured data canbe controlled by the malicio
malicious node
by sending false signal strengths or replaying signals.
Self-Organization: [19] In WSN no fixed infrastructure
exists, hence, every node is independent
ndependent having properties
of adaptation to the differentt situations and maintains self
selforganizing and self-healing properties. This is a great
challenge for security in WSN.
eshness means that each message
Data Freshness: Data freshness
transmitted over the channel is new and fresh. It
guarantees that the old messages cannott be replayed by
any node. This can be solved by addingg some ti
time related
counter to check the freshness of the data.
III.. Classification Of Security Threats
WSNs are vulnerable against so many attacks. Attackers
can attack the radio transmission; add their own data bits
to the channel, replay old packets and any other type of
attack. A secure network ought to support
upport all security
properties. [22][23] Attackers may deploy
loy some malicious
nodes in the network with similar capabilities
lities as of normal
node or may overwrite the memory of no
normal deployed
node by capturing them. Attacks in wireless sen
sensor
network are shown in
Figure 2. They are roughly
categorized as follows:
A) Based on Routing

A) On the Basis of Routing

In this attack there are two or more malicious nodes
present in the network at different locations. When sender
node sends information then one malicious node tunnels
the information to another malicious node. The receiving
malicious node then
sends information to its neighbor
or nodes. In this way,
attacker convince the sender and receiver nodes that they
are situated at a distance of one or two hops but
bu actual
distance between these two are multiple hops and usually
both are out of range.
Mostly wormhole attack andd selective forwarding both are
used in combination. If it is used in combination with Sybil
attack then detection of attack is difficult [26].
Figure 3 shows that the node
de X and node Y are nodes
which are maintaining
aintaining the wormhole link
l
in the network
and they are the two malicious nodes. There is a shortcut
link between bothmalicious nodes known as wormhole
link. Node A sends message which is received by node X.
Node X sends messageto Node Y through wormhole link
which further sends it to its neighbor node B.

Fig. 3. Wormhole Attack

b) HELLO Flood Attacks
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ver the neighbors HELLO
In a sensor network to discover
message is broadcasted by the nodes. The
he receiver node
considers that the source node is in the range oof data
transmission and sends its sensed data to the broadc
broadcaster.
In a HELLO Flood Attack, HELLO message is broadcast
with high transmission power by the attacker. [27][29] The
nodes which receive this HELLO message send the data
packets to the attacker node. Attacker may change or
modify the data packet or may drop the packet. In this
way, a lot of energy
ergy is wasted and also network congestion
occurs. This attack is one of the least
ast difficult attacks in
WSN. As demonstrated
rated in Figure 4 at
attacker node
broadcasts the HELLO packet
et with high transmission
power than the sink. Figure 5 shows
ws that the nodes which
receive HELLO packet from attacker node consider it as a
neighbor node and send/reply the sensed
sed data packet to the
attacker node.

Fig. 4. HELLO Flood Attack scenario-Hello
Hello Packet send by the
Attacker

Figure 6 shows a malicious node
de present between the
nodes in network. In this neighboring
oring node unknowingly
forwards packets to the malicious node.

Fig. 6. A malicious node in the network

d) Sybil Attack
In Sybil Attack, a single attacker makes and presents
different
identities to the other nodes in the sensor network. It can
also be considered that “It can be in more than one place at
once” [33]. Malicious nodes are known as Sybil nodes.
This attack is used against redundancy mechanism
mecha
of
distributed systems. In WSNs, Sybil attack is generally
used to attack several types of protocols [30]. This is a
serious
ious threat to a location based protocols in which
location
on information is exchanged for efficient routing.
Figure 7 shows a Sybil attack in a network.

Fig. 5. HELLO Flood Attack scenario-Sensor
Sensor node replying
backto the attacker considering it as its neighbor node

c) Selective Forwarding Attack
In this attack, a malicious nodee in the net
network interrupts
the communication process. There
ere may be the case of
multiple malicious nodes in the network that depends upon
the attacker. [28] This node selectively forwards some of
the receivedpackets. This malicious node can also be
referred as a black hole as it may drop all the received
packets. In such case, neighboring nodes assumes that this
has failed and starts searching for another route. This
attack is easy to detect if it acts as a black hole and drop all
the received packets but is complicated if it forwards
packet selectively. On the off chance that an attacker
included externally
ally to the path then selective forwarding
attacks are more viable.
able. On the premise of packets drops, it
is divided into two categories:
Drops packets of some specified nodes
Drops packets of some specified types
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Fig. 7. Malicious node with multiple identities

e) Sinkhole Attack
In sinkhole attack, a malicious
us node advertises fake routing
information to attract the network traffic [31]. WSNs are
vulnerable to this type of attack because communication
happens in many to one form
orm i.e. many sensor nodes to a
single BS. Wormhole attack can also be used in
combination with this attack. In Figure 8, malicious
mali
node
has more power than other nodes in the network and
connects with the sink node using single hop. It claims and
displays to have the shortest possible path to the sink so
that more network traffic is attracted towards it. Most of
the routing algorithms
rithms select the shortest path for data
transfer.
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Fig. 8. Sinkhole Attack

B). Based on Capability
The level of data access and its damage is different
dependingupon the type of attack. [32][34]
4] On the basis of
capability, attacks are classified as follows:
a) Insider vs. Outsider Attacks
Outcast attacks are the type of attacks in which attacker
finds no extraordinary access of the deployed sensor
network yet wants to harm the network. T
These are also
known as external attacks [36]. The attacker nodes which
participate and execute
this type of attack are not the part of network but still
authorize themselves to harm the network. In insider
attack, a node situated in the network is m
malicious. This
surmises attacks from inside are generated bby the network
nodes rather than from outside nodes, and they are tr
truly a
part of the sensor
system. These type of attacks are more dangerous than that
of outside attacks as the insider
sider knows critical and riddle
information, and have all type of access rights.
b) Passive vs. Active Attacks
sis of level of damage
These attacks are divided on the basis
or level at which attacker can access the network. In
passive attacks, no interruption
ption takes place in the actual
communication. An attacker cann monitor the traffic or
access the data without modifying it. Only the sensitive
data is collected by the attacker. This eexploits the
confidentiality and privacy requirement. Inter
Interception,
traffic monitoring and analysis are the examples of pass
passive
attacks. In active attacks, attacker interrupts the actual
communication by modifying the data.
a. Attacker can add
some faulty data in the actual data stream. It affects the
performance
mance of the network. Denial of service,
impersonating, modification
fication and message replay are
examples of active attack.
c) Laptop-class Attacks vs. Mote-class
In a mote-class attacks, an attacker
ker attack the few nodes
having the same capabilities as that of the normal network
node. The attackers have at least onee authorized node in
the sensor network to stole the key or code.
ode. Hence, it is
also known as insider attack. Other type
ype of attac
attack is called
laptop-class attack in which the attacker does not have any
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t access to
special access to the network. An attacker has the
more effective and powerful devices having more
mor battery
power, powerful radio transmission, more capable CPU,
CP
sensitive antenna etc. These are also known as outsider
attacks.
cks. For example: laptop or its equivalent. It can do
much more harm to a network in comparison to an
ordinary malicious
licious sensor node. A standard sensor node
may just have the capacity to disturb its
it nearbynetwork,
while a portable workstation like laptop class attackermay
have the capacity to stick the whole sensor network
utilizing its stronger transmitter.
C) Based on Protocol Layer
WSN is divided into different layers. The
Th working of each
layer is different. The attacks on the basis of protocol
layers are explained below [35]:
a) Physical Layer
mitting information in raw
Physical layer is used for transmitting
bits over the wireless or wired medium.
med
It is easy to jam a
common radio signal. In general, physical
physica layer attacks are
categorized as: Eavesdropping, Tampering and Jamming
[37]. In eavesdropping attack, an unauthorized receiver
reads the messages. Jamming attack implements
imp
under
DoS attack. It is the interference with the radio
radi frequency
used by the network nodes. This completely changes the
working of network.
b) Link Layer
Data link layer is utilized to ensure the proper
communication on physical layer between nodes.
no
This
layer is in charge of multiplexing, error detection,
detection packets
collision prevention, repeated transmission of data
dat and so
on. Link-layer threats include collisions, interrogation,
interrog
and
packet replay. Error detection and correcting codes
co
can be
used to decrease the number of collisions but due to this
t
the routing overhead in the network
work is increased. Another
Ano
connection layer danger to WSNs is the denial-of-sleep
denial
attack,
ack, in which node is unable to go to into the sleep
mode. This
his decreases the whole network lifetime.
c) Network Layer
For the data routing between nodes, nodes to sink, node to
BS,node to CH, and vice versa [14], this
t
layer is
responsible [5]. A direct attack on Routing protocols by
the attackers can haveimpact on network data traffic,
traff
indulge themselves into the data path between the source
sour
and destination, and by this control
ontrol the data flow. This
infers
ers that effective and powerful routing protocols are
required
ired to manage node failure and security attacks. Some
routing protocol attacks are: wormhole attacks,
acknowledgement spoofing, selective forwarding, black
holes and so forth.
d) Transport Layer
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Transport Layer is utilized to build up a communication
link for outer sensor network joined with the internet. This
can be considered as the most complex issue in WSNs.
[40] Attacks
of the transport layer protocol are flooding and de
synchronization. Flooding attack is used to deplete the
node'smemory by sending numerous requests for
connection establishment. In the de-synchronization attack,
the attacker node forges packets to at least one or both
ends of a connection using different sequence numbers on
the packets. In this way, host requests for retransmission of
the missed packet frames.

distributed sensor networks. It generally supports for
inside network processing such as data aggregation. Innetwork processing results in reduction of the energy
consumption in network. To provide the confidentiality
and authentication to the data packet, LEAP uses multiple
keys mechanism. For each node four keys are used known
as individual, pair wise, cluster andgroup key. [13] All are
symmetric keys and use as follows:
•

Individual Key: It is the unique key used for the
communication between source node and the sink
node.

•

Pair wise Key: It is shared with another sensor
nodes.

•

Cluster Key: It is used for locally broadcast
messages and shares it between the node and all its
surrounding neighboring nodes.

•

Group Key: globally shared key used by all the
network nodes

IV. Security Protocols In Sensor Networks
Cryptography is a basic technique to achieve the security
in a network. This establishes a secure relationship
between two end points. In this, sender encrypts the
original data and receiver decrypts the received data to
obtain an original data. Different types of keys are used in
the process of cryptography. The various protocols [38]
that are proposed bydifferent authors for solving the
security issue in WSN are:
a) SPINs

These keys can also be used by other non-secured
protocols to increase the network security. LEAP is
satisfies several security and performance requirements of
WSN. LEAP is used to defend against HELLO Floods
Attack, Sybil Attack and Wormhole Attack [42].

SPIN (Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation)
protocol works in three steps. First, a node advertises the
ADV packet containing the metadata. If the received node
is interested in the data then it sends the request for data
using REQ packet. Finally, [11][9] the advertiser node
after receiving request sends the DATA packet to the
requestor node. It performs best in small size networks
because of its efficiency and high latency properties [39].
Typical SPIN consists of two secure building blocks
named as µTESLA(Timed Efficient Stream Loss-tolerant
Authentication) and SNEP (Sensor Network Encryption
Protocol). SNEP provides confidentiality, authentication
and integrity. It uses the concept of encryption. To
authenticate the data, MAC (Message authentication Code)
is used. It adds 8 bytes to the message [41]. To reduce the
communication overhead, SNEP uses a shared counter
between sender node and receiver node. After each block
counter gets incremented. Counter helps in identifying the
freshness of data. In TESLA, digital signatures are used to
authenticate the data packet. Sink node computes a MAC
on the packet after receiving the packet with the secret key
to send an authenticated packet back to source. After
receiving a packet, node confirms that the sink does not
disclose the computed MAC key to other nodes. With this,
receiving node assures that data packet is original and no
alterations are done in the packet.

counters are used in TINYSEC. Hence, it doesn’t check
the data freshness. Authorized senders and receivers share
a secret key to compute a MAC. TINYSEC has two
different security options. One is for authenticated and
encrypted messages (TinySec-AE) and another is for
authenticated messages (TinySec-Auth). In TinySec-AE,
the data payload is encrypted and the received data packet
is authenticated with a MAC. In TinySec-Auth mode, the
entire packet is authenticated with a MAC, but on the other
hand the data payload is not encrypted. In CBC,
Initialization Vector (IV) is used to achieve semantic
security. Some of the messages are same with only little
variation. In that case IV adds the variation to the
encrypted process. To decrypt the message receiver must
use the IV. IVs are not secret and are included in the same
packet with the encrypted data.

b) LEAP

d) ZIGBEE

LEAP (Localized Encryption and Authentication Protocol)
is a protocol with key management scheme that is very
efficient with its security mechanisms used for large scale

ZIGBEE is a typical wireless communication technology
[7]. [45] It is used in various applications such as military
security, home automation and environment monitoring.
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c) TINYSEC
TINYSEC is link layer security architecture for WSNs. It
is alightweight protocol. It supports integrity,
confidentiality
andauthentication.
To
achieve
confidentiality, encryption is done by using CBC (Cipherblock chaining) mode with cipher text stealing, and
authentication is done using CBC-MAC [43]. No
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IEEE 802.15.4 is a standard used for ZIGBEE. IIt supports
data confidentiality and integrity. To implement the
security mechanism ZIGBEE uses 128 bit keys. A trust
center is used in ZIGBEE which authenticates and allows
other devices/nodes to join the network and also distrib
distribute
the keys. Generally, ZIGBEE coordinator performs this
function. Three different roles inZIGBEE are:
•

Trust Manager: It authenticates the devices which
arerequesting to join the network.

•

Network Manager: It manages the network keys
and helps

•

To maintain and distribute the network keys.

•

Configuration Manager: It configures the
securitymechanism
mechanism and enables end
end-to-end
security betweendevices.
V. Conclusion

rity issue of the WSN.
This paper highlights the security
Security is the big challenge in the sensor
nsor network. Some
applications such as military need a secu
secure
communications. For a secure communication network
must fulfill some security requirements. This paper studies
the security threats on the basis of different para
parameters. To
achieve the security requirements variouss protocols have
been proposed. Encryption process is used to make data
confidential and MAC is attached to each data packet to
provide authenticity.
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